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Maxymiser Analytics Explained 

Maxymiser provides world-leading solutions in online marketing via A/B and multivariate testing (MVT) and personalization 

technologies. Central to our processes is the rigorous statistical analysis of data we collect on Visitor activity, as well as the 

clear, comprehensive reporting of our findings. To this end, data collection is tailored to the particular purposes of scientific 

testing; and the associated terminology we use to report on it is also customized. 

This document defines the terms used for the description of our datasets and explains why these may differ from those used 

for other datasets such as data obtained independently via Web Analytics platforms.  

Definition of Terms used in Analytics 

Element 

An Element is an identifiable part of a web page or site template. Examples of an Element include a landing page image, the size of a 

banner, or the copy of a call-to-Action button that is to be tested. 

 

Variant 

A Variant is a possible configuration for a particular Element. There are at least two Variants for every Element: a Default (or 'control') and at 

least one Challenger Variant. 

 

Experience  

An Experience is composed of a specific set of Variants over one or more pages. For example, a possible Experience is the combination of a 

welcome page without an image, a medium size banner, and a call-to-Action button with the copy 'View Our Best Offers' 

 
Visitor 

A Visitor is a site user who enters a Campaign. A Visitor is tracked via a first-party cookie. 

 
Generation 

A Generation of Campaign content is counted when a particular Experience is first displayed to a Visitor. When the Visitor returns to the 

Campaign, they are always served the same Experience.  

Exceptions to this can occur if the Visitor enters the Campaign from another browser application, such as a different laptop, handheld device, 

etc., or clears all cookies from memory. 
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Generation Count (or 'Generations') 

The Generation Count of a particular Experience is the total number of Visitors who have been served that Experience. In most cases, 

Generations count the number of unique Visitors to a Campaign. 

But when a Campaign Experience is canceled during live testing, a returning Visitor, who was previously assigned to the canceled 

Experience, is shown one of the live Experiences and a new Generation is counted for that Experience. 

 
Action 

An Action is a conversion event performed by the Visitor, for example, purchase, click-through, etc. 

 

Single Action Count (or 'Single Actions') 

Single Actions are the total number of Visitors who have completed a specified Action for a given Experience. The Single Action Count is less 

than or equal to the Generation Count. The maximum possible number of Single Actions is given by the total number of Generations. 

 

Multiple Action Count (or 'Multiple Actions') 

Multiple Action Count measures the total repeat Actions made by all Visitors in a Campaign including their first Action and all subsequent 

Actions, i.e. the same Action is recorded as multiple for the same Visitor if they repeat it at any time after the first Action was committed. 

 
Conversion Rate 

The Conversion Rate (CR) is a measure of the success for a Content Variant or Experience. It is the percentage of Visitors who have 

converted out of all the Visitors who have entered the Campaign. 

Supposing 1000 Visitors have entered a Campaign and 200 of them have converted (e.g., clicked on the content to be optimized) then the 

conversion rate for that particular content is 20%. 

 
Why Maxymiser’s Conversion Rate is Higher than the Value in Web Analytics 

Formally, the conversion rate is calculated as follows: CR = (Single Actions/Generations) x 100. Generations count the number of unique 

Visitors to a Campaign while the Conversion Rate formula for typical web analytics, Actions/Visitors x 100, counts a visitor twice if they visit 

the site twice in the given time period. 

Maxymiser’s calculation of Conversion Rate is more accurate for test analysis, because it maintains the link between the content that is 

shown and the action that is performed. 

 

How We Collect Data for Analysis 

Visitor Cookie 

Cookies that identify a Visitor are configured to expire 365 days after the Visitor’s last visit to the web site. This means that Visitors who 

return to a site 365 days after their previous visit are identified as new Visitors and served a new testing experience. Visitors are also served 

a new experience if they delete their cookies or their cookie expires. 

When Visitors enable the privacy mode feature in a browser, the storage of data in cookies is disabled. This means that Campaign content is 

regenerated and they are served a new experience. 
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Since browsers have limitations on the size and availability of cookies that can be set on a domain, Maxymiser works with clients to avoid 

issues. 

 
Time Stamps 

Maxymiser metrics use the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) time standard for time tracking during a Campaign. 

 
Browsers and URLs 

In general, Maxymiser supports the more recent and popular browsers. The browsers that are not supported depend on the campaign and 

the given site, so a generic list cannot be provided. However, clients usually receive a QA report which outlines the browsers that are 

included in a campaign. 

 

Unique Visitors and Sessions 

Maxymiser uses a concept of unique visitors and sessions based on the Generation rule configured for the Campaign.  

Unique visitors are tracked when a campaign Generation rule is set as 'once per campaign'. Visitor sessions are tracked when the 

Generation rule is set as 'once per session'. A session expires when there is no user activity for 30 minutes. 

 

The Use of Delayed Actions 

Maxymiser uses delayed (or postponed) Actions when the exact page where the Action is tracked is not important. A delayed Action is 

tracked on the next page along with the Visitor’s journey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C O N T A C T  U S  

For more information about Maxymiser, visit oracle.com or call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle 

representative. 
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